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Committee Election Candidate Statement 
 

Derek Harvey: 
 

Statement for election to the NUF Committee. 
As a candidate for election to our committee, I have been invited to 
tell you of my connections to Unitarianism. I can’t say that I have 
been an unalloyed Unitarian since my appearance upon this earth, 
or that I find Unitarianism the only faith I could possibly follow, 
because neither statement would be true. What I can say is that it 
gives me a great deal of pleasure to be the Fellowship’s magazine 
distributor and to read what our members, and on occasion, others, 
have to say on what stirs them in matters of the spirit. Such things 
affect each of us differently, and perhaps it would be true to say 
that it is a field where one size does not fit all! Hence the 
importance that Unitarianism stresses on of freedom of expression 
and no compulsion. As the distributor I am happy to help continue 
that tradition.   
 

11
th
 February, 2016 

(M. Pugh: My apologies that this didn’t make it into the last issue!) 

 
After reading "The God Delusion" by Professor 

Richard Dawkins and other authors critical of it, what 
do I believe now? 

 

The Unitarian Church attracts me because its members are open 
about the fact that they are searching for spiritual truth, and that is 
also what attracts me to the NUF. 
 

The Old Testament is the word of men written with their 
understanding of the world or lack of it some 2000 to 5000 years 
ago. Heaven is a dome above the Earth with trap doors in it for rain 
to come through. God is able to open and close these doors 
depending on prayers of Jews during times of drought. A flat Earth 
seems to be a common view even when Jesus was alive and the 
Devil refers to the four corners of the Earth. A sphere has no 
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corners! The idea of a God so nasty that for eating an apple the 
punishment is death and women suffer in child birth. I don't accept 
that version of God. A tiny new born baby is a sinner from the start. 
I cannot accept that. A God who allows slavery, leads Jews into 
battle, refers to King David, who was a murderer, as Great David 
and Jesus as Great David's Greater son is unacceptable to me. So 
I agree with Dawkins, the fundamentalist view of God is utterly 
repugnant and easily discredited. Of course the Old Testament has 
great literary merit and beautiful poetry but that doesn't make the 
God it describes acceptable to me. 
 

But Jesus is completely different. His teaching to love your 
enemies, turn the other cheek and his commandments in the 
sermon on the mount I applaud. I try to follow Jesus. I believe what 
Jesus said to Philip, "He who has seen me has seen the Father.  
(John 14 v 9) Jesus is God. There is no need to believe that God 
sent his Son to die on the cross to placate his wrath. (A truly 
horrible idea).  
 

God himself suffered and died on the cross. 
 

As John says, Beloved, let us love one another, for love is from 
God, and whoever loves has been born of God and knows 
God. God is love. (1 John 4, 7 - 8). 
 

The God who created the Universe won't want constant praise but 
he will want love and we are made in the image of God. 
 

A heaven preoccupied with eternally praising God doesn't appeal 
to me or I suspect anybody capable of rational thought. With all the 
possibilities here, why desire to go to heaven with no physical 
body, no creativity, no sex, no discovering of new drugs, or 
investigation of the laws of nature? What a bore, no mountains to 
climb, no books to write, no pictures to capture, no art work. 
 

Jesus said, "greater things than I have done you will do". We had 
better get on with it! Recent evidence I have witnessed of healing 
in the name of Jesus.... asking Jesus for miracles, seems to me to 
be evidence beyond the blind faith which Dawkins criticises. 
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Reading materials: 
 

(1) Richard Dawkins, The God Delusion, (2006) Bantam Press. 
(2) Alister McGrath, Dawkins' God (2007) Blackwell Publishing. 
(3)Alister and Joanna McGrath, The Dawkins Delusion, (2007) 
Society promoting Christian Knowledge. 
(4) Antony Flew, There is no / a  God , (2007) Harper One. 
(5) John C Lennox,  God and Stephen Hawking (2011) Lion Book. 
 

File dawkins 060416 a   

David Watmough 

General Assembly Meetings 

 

The first time I attended the GA meetings was in 1962. The 
meetings that year were in London and I was a student there. 
Unitarianism was very new to me then and I was lucky that there 
was a good crowd of young Unitarians in the city, even a University 
of London Unitarian Society. We just turned up at whichever of the 
meetings interested us in the GA Programme and certainly a 
memorable one was Lord Soper (many of you older members will 
remember him, he used to be on his ‘soap-box’ at Hyde Park 
Corner every week-end) speaking at the Peace Fellowship. It was 
at these meetings that the GAZette* (the daily conference 
magazine) was created – I have nostalgic memories of typewriters, 
correcting fluid and Roneo printing, and very little sleep; little do 
today’s young journalists appreciate the ease of their digital world! 
There were also lots of parties at flats where young Unitarians 
lived, so definitely an exciting and invigorating introduction for this 
new Unitarian and the beginning of many life-long friendships. 
 

Fast forward more than 50 years and I was travelling up the M40 to 
the 2016 meetings. Until the last couple of years these annual 
meetings for all Unitarian communities to gather together were 
usually held in university buildings, but the GA has now upgraded 
to hotel accommodation, which means much more comfortable 
beds...but exorbitant bar prices! However the before – breakfast 
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breakfast swims (not compulsory but I love them) do get each day 
off to a great start. 
 

As well as being the NUF delegate I was responsible for setting up 
our stand in the exhibition room and I was pleased that it looked 
bright and attractive; I also needed to be available as much as 
possible to talk to people and provide information, leaflets and 
back copies of the Newsletter and Viewpoint. It was quite a 
balancing act trying to attend as much of the business meetings as 
possible and be available to vote and also be able to look after our 
stand, as well as get to different interest group meetings.  
 

At the Opening Ceremony it was lovely to see the banner parade 
and begin to get the Unitarian gathering ‘feel’ but for the Plenary 
sessions I made judicious entrances and exits so that I would be 
available to hear the Motions presentations and any following 
discussions, which required votes - although however worthy I do 
wonder if they ever get beyond our movement! Some motions of 
course were procedural and there was no opposition to one which 
encouraged Unitarians to support the Interfaith Emergency Appeal 
for aid for the victims of the Syrian War. The Foy Society presented 
a reasonable set of  statements concerned with the Government’s 
Investigatory Powers Bill at present working its way through the 
Parliamentary system, so no objection to this although using the 
phrase ‘urges the Government to’ one wonders who carries out the 
‘urging’. However there were a considerable number of abstentions 
to the motion asking for ‘courageous engagement....around the 
world’ on matters of energy consumption which general 
conversation before the item seemed to indicate some lack of 
correct information on what actually happens in the UK (with waste 
disposal for example). 
 

By careful timing and a dash along a corridor, I managed to get to 
both The Women’s League presentation as well as that by UK 
Unitarian TV. I was pleased to hear that this year’s Women’s 
League Charity Project is The National Deaf Children’s Society as 
my village school, of which I was a governor for five years, has a 
Hearing Impaired Department, so the strategies for helping these 
children are of particular interest to me. 
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Our own NUF meeting was well-attended and the ‘business’ side 
dealt with speedily, so that we could all relax and enjoy the Rev 
Jim Corrigall’s talk ‘Religion and Poetry’ focussing on the ‘Four 
Quartets’ by T S Eliot, extracts of which were beautifully read by 
Rev Gillian Peel.  
 

I also found the Penal Affairs Panel presentation ‘The Future of 
Privacy’ very interesting, if rather alarming with warnings of state 
surveillance policies, although as given by the Chief Executive of 
Big Brother Watch any bias was understandable, but the Foy 
Society motion mentioned earlier did cover most peoples’ 
concerns. 
 

The Anniversary Service held on the last evening was led by the 
Unitarian Peace Fellowship, celebrating its centenary this year; a 
beautifully constructed and presented time of worship, if rather 
lengthy. The Closing Session is when the President gives his 
address, reflecting on his year, and the new President is installed. 
The GA schedule is always frenetic, well if you attempt to attend all 
the sessions you think you would like to, and which I certainly did 
not manage, so you (well certainly those of us who are pensioners) 
need to ‘pace’ yourself; I certainly returned home very tired, but re-

energised in my interest and enthusiasm. 
 

I was pleased that one of our NUF overseas members was able to 
be at the meetings for some of the time, and even took part, 
assisting the Unitarian TV group and speaking at the Penal Affairs 
session. Next year we are in Birmingham again, so do think about 
coming even if not for the full period. 
 

Valerie Walker, NUF Committee 

 

*If you have never attended the meetings but would like a wider 
range of reports of what goes on at the GA, it is possible to receive 
a set of the five GAZette magazines (co-edited by our own Mattie 
Pugh, these contain serious reports as well as light-hearted 
articles, and even some fun!) by sending £6 (includes p&p, cheque 
payable to The Foy Society, to Louise van der Hoeven, 13 
Lambton Street, Langley Park, Durham. DH7 9YR or e-mail 
luluvanhoe@yahoo.co.uk) 
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Lucy Harris responds to Viewpoint March 2016 – My 
Faith as a Unitarian 

Jef Jones – An Unbound Unitarian Faith 

 

There are great similarities between Jef's approach and my own 
and I love the way he writes about his faith. I am from the rural 
south/south-west rather than the cold, coastal north-east.  But the 
influence of schooling, the out-of-doors, science, language in 
books etc. are similar, and the way Jef differentiates the words 
spiritual, religious and mystical is very helpful to me. I too have had 
key, pin-pointed, pivotal occasions I can clearly remember, on 
which I felt (prior to knowing the language of faith traditions) what I 
have always called "the big feeling", all joined, no boundaries, no 
time, no limit. I love the calmness with which he accepts that others 
feel a need to measure and "explain" that experience, whilst setting 
their need aside. My own way of dealing with other people and the 
big feeling was to have never spoken of it until I found 
Unitarians some 18 years later. 
 

I have toyed with various labels for my faith approach and, having 
rejected mainstream Christianity in my late teens and rarely 
thinking about Jesus (though more often more recently), 
nonetheless I have never been content with "earth-centred" or 
"new age" or "post Christian".  I have tended to think of myself as 
heuristic – i.e. religion by trial and error, sensible of my 
surroundings and analysing what lies beneath in terms of my 
responses and the external environment, open to coincidences of 
thought from all wisdom traditions; and negotiating around all of 
that, and reconciling all of that, with what my conscience 
demands.  
 

More recently I have come to value what I can learn and surrender 
of myself by living committedly in groups, in communities; and as I 
have been saying at all the recent Unitarian services I have led, I 
do find the richest source of material and guidance on living with 
others is Christian monasticism. Hence at present, though my faith 
is my own; and I absolutely must sit and listen to what other 
uniquely personal faiths, as well as the more renowned faith 
traditions, have to say; I am beginning to call myself a Benedictine 
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Unitarian, with a massive emphasis on the act of listening to what 
God is saying to me, in prayer, meditation, sacred reading and also 
in the natural Taoist way. 
 

Listening to God in words and voices, in seasons and emotions, in 
movement and deep silences; and giving myself up, in whatever 
minor way I am able; this is what it's all about now. And being a 
Unitarian is a blessing of a place in which to do that, now that I 
have got over my initial disappointment that Unitarianism was not a 
place in which I would find someone who held exactly the same 
faith as me!! For, you know, I think that is why quite a lot of us 
come – like children, many of us are looking for exactly what we 
think we want, whereas – as we mature – we realise that we 
have to give up looking for what we think we want, and what we 
think we want to be, in order to be fit to receive and to become 
what we were always – and better – intended to be. I pinched that 
from Rowan Williams, who said it much more neatly. 
 

 Thank you for producing this series.  I am hoping I may locally be 
able to run a discussion group on the series early in 2017.   

 

 

Committee News  
 

 

Only TWO nominations for the committee 
were received by the due date : Hazel 

Warhurst and Derek Harvey. 
 

There was therefore no need for an 
election and we welcome Hazel for the first 

time and Derek for his second term of 
office. 
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Every day is Easter Day 

A reflection on the place of Easter Day in our everyday lives 

 

Where snowdrops and daffodils rested silent 

beneath roofs of ice and warm blankets of snow, 

witch hazel now blooms, its dry leafless branches  

clothed with flowers of yellow, gold and red, 

their long ragged petals like shredded dandelions. 

Along the cold shore's edge late white hellebores 

turn their faces towards the promised new sun, 

high on the cliff herring gulls build their new nests 

crying to the wind as they wait for the dance. 

 

On a green hill not so very far away, 

his life's circle broken, his earthly work done, 

a dying man hangs from a cross, as thunder 

roars and lightning flashes across the dark sky. 

Red tulips lie crushed at the foot of the cross 

like pools of blood on an old carpet of death. 
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But as our lord's spirit returns to his God, 

life rises again this first Easter morning, 

rejoins the circle, and continues the dance. 

 

Each hallowed life is a precious gift offered 

by a loving and compassionate Father, 

he who choreographs the eternal circle 

wherein we may now find our resurrection. 

Every whispering flower, every singing bird, 

each wave that gently kisses the golden sand 

makes sweet music to accompany the dance, 

for life is our circle, the circle our dance, 

every day is Easter Day, and the dance goes on. 

     Naomi Linnell 
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The Imam 

The mosque as it is today. 

A number of years ago I made my way to a small village in the far 
north of Thailand. It was then known as Mae Salong. What was 
special about this village was it was established by remnants of the 
Chinese Nationalist Army that had retreated from Yunnan after the 
civil war in China. 
 

The village has a Buddhist temple which is much like any Buddhist 
temple in Thailand, a small church and a mosque. Yunnan has a 
large Muslim population and so it is no surprise that some of the  
Nationalist soldiers were Muslims. 
 

As I wandered past this small mosque someone was walking by 
into it. He wasn't an old man with a long white beard ( there is 
nothing wrong with old men with white beards, I would be one if I 
stopped shaving). No this was a youngish man with a sense of 
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purpose in his stride. I didn't stop him and speak as I was unsure 
as how much I could communicate with him and anyway he most 
likely was busy. His glasses and demeanor gave him a John 
Lennon look albeit a rather Chinese John Lennon. 
The striking thing about that fleeting memory was how much 
religion is part of life in Asia. The followers of that man incorporate 
the teachings of their religion into their daily lives. 
 

How different is life in northern Europe where the churches remain 
deserted and for a large number religion remains something of 
extreme indifference.  
 

The question for Unitarians is can a positive spiritual community be 
maintained where people can gain strength from their beliefs which 
guide their daily lives. Where something vital exists which is strong 
and vibrant.  
 

In the past many have come from other churches  to Unitarianism 
to find their spiritual home. Now how can Unitarians attract people 
from the arid wastelands of the new atheism?  

Ian Martin 

SECRETARY’S NOTES     
                                                                 

The NUF year 2015 – 2016 ended well with a fine presentation on 
the Four Quartets of TS Eliot by Rev. Jim Corrigall during the AGM 
of the Fellowship at the Annual Meetings of the General Assembly 
held in Birmingham at the beginning of April. A video recording of 
the meeting is now available through the good offices of UK 
Unitarian TV and I recommend that you try to watch it; it has 
already drawn much appreciation on the Fellowship Facebook 
pages. Go to http://www.ukunitarian.tv/ and click on Recent Events. 
 

I was a slow, and initially I admit, a reluctant entrant to Facebook 
(FB) but I do now find it indispensable for keeping abreast of 
Unitarian events and discussion – and I have had no adverse 
experiences from it! The NUF has its own FB page and there is a 
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main UK Unitarians page as well as a ‘closed’ Unitarian page for 
discussion of internal denominational matters. Once registered on 
FB, you make a simple application to the moderator of the relevant 
group and you can then read the pages, participate in the 
discussions; your involvement can be as much or as little as you 
wish. You need not accept every request to become a FB friend 
that you receive and you remain in control of your profile.  
 

Thank you to all those members who have renewed their NUF 
subscription and especially to those who added generous 
donations as well. If you have not already renewed please do so 
soon or inform us that you do not wish to do so. There is a current 
downloadable application form available on the newly revamped 
NUF website. 
 

Please advertise the existence of what NUF can offer especially to 
congregational members who move house to an area where there 
is no easily accessible Unitarian congregation. It is very sad to 
‘lose’ Unitarians who may have been long time members of 
congregations!  

Ken Smith 

President’s GA Ponderings 

 

In spite of only being able to attend the GA Meetings for the NUF 
AGM and helping John to film the Unitarian Historical Society’s 
meeting, by the time we arrived home I was exhausted. We had 
packed so much into half a day and met many other NUF members 
and other Unitarian friends. 
 

The first thing I did was visit the NUF stand, which was very eye-

catching this year, with balloons and a colourful display, all 
prepared by our Treasurer, and delegate this year, Valerie Walker. 
Valerie herself looked a natural behind the table, promoting our 
publications. As you can see on the photograph, Valerie is as 
colourful as the display. Across from the NUF stand was our 
Minister, Tony, looking after the Earth Spirit stand. 
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Hardly had I had chance to say hello to Valerie, before NUF 
member Jim Corrigall appeared giving us the opportunity to catch 
up before the NUF AGM, at which he was to make a presentation 
on T S Eliot’s, Four Quartets. Even for those familiar with this work, 
Jim brought valuable insights through a religious and contextual 
reading. It was a treat to hear a selection of verses read so 
beautifully by Gillian Peel. The presentation can be watched on film 
at: www.ukunitarian.tv?NUF16 . 
 

Even though our time at the GA Meetings was short, I couldn’t 
resist having a quick look to see what new books were available 
and was delighted to see another of our members, Sue Woolley, 
signing her new book, Gems for the Journey, published by the 
Unitarian Christian Association. Details for buying the book can be 
found on the UCA website: www.unitarianchristian.org.uk . I have 
known for some while that we share a great love of reading but I 
hadn’t quite realised just how close our reading choices have been 
from early childhood. Although I am older than Sue, I well 
remember the enjoyment of reading Elinor M Brent-Dyer’s Chalet 
School books and of course Enid Blyton’s Famous Five etc. Our 
taste in literature seems to have continued into adulthood too. Like 
Sue, I have a love of reading and rereading, discovering something 
new each time. Through the titles on which each chapter of Sue’s 
book is based I feel that I am discovering so much more about 
Sue, who has been a friend for several years. I am certainly having 
to discipline myself into reading just a few chapters at a time, 
otherwise I would lose myself in one sitting. 
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Who should accost me next but Jef Jones, the writer of the April 
Viewpoint. We had recently had an email exchange regarding the 
fossil mentioned in his article and he hadn’t forgotten the 
impression that the fossil had made on me, when he showed it to a 
group at Summer School a few years ago. With that in mind, on a 
recent visit to Redcar, looking out for fossils on the beach, he had 
found three small fossils called, ‘Devil’s Toenails’, which he kindly 
gave me as a gift. I hope he wasn’t implying anything but I will 
definitely remember the common name for the fossils if not the 
scientific term, Gryphaea. 

Finally, I must mention the GAZette team with Editor being no other 
than our own Newsletter Editor, Mattie Pugh. Our meeting was very 
brief as it was clear that the team were busy trying to meet 
deadlines, heads together, papers scattered around and fingers 
moving speedily on lap-tops. This young team deserve to be 
congratulated for achieving what they do in such a short space of 
time. The quality and production of a GAZette on each day of the 
meetings, never fails to impress.  
 

It is interesting to see from the above that NUF members are 
involved and contributing in different areas to make the GA 
Meetings the success they are. May it long continue. 

Joan Wilkinson 

 

An Open Letter to Naomi  
 

 Naomi, thankyou dearly for your February “Viewpoint”. I 
received it in an ideal place: a hurryless, sunhazy Saturday late-

afternoon, interwoven with the sheep-grazed rises that deputise in 
the south Midlands for hills, as they passed across a stopping train 
from Long Buckby to Leighton Buzzard.  
 

You leave me, today again under a hazy sun on 
reconnection, feeling glad, restful, dreamy as do few other 
writings, and none on politics. You leave me feeling assured, 
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observing this life, this as usual so well expressed ‘wild and 
precious’ Naomi life abundant with wellness, this life that hosts and 
holds a blessedness open only to those who release themselves 
from judgement, allow process to flow through them, and expose 
themselves heart first into the full flood of freedom from 
unnecessary answers. 

 

I feel the gentleness and  kindness and metta which are 
you, permeating the fabric of the booklet, sparkling most singularly 
in such phrases as “other holy souls” and “wider, older, deeper 
universal faith”, but never more treasurably than in that 
strengtheningly real, wisdom-guided poem at the end, “that quiet 
path in a valley whose name is Content”... “the child she used to be 
takes her hand”... “man whose yoke [I hear: whose yoga] is 
easy”.... “into the morning”. Make a place for me please, Naomi, as 
a guest on your astral picnic-cloth at your morning side and, when I 
will have arrived, introduce me to the trans-radiant colours and the 
preciousness of the flowers you will have called into bloom around 
you. 

 

Those four gateposts – the Sermon on the Mount, the 
message of the miracles, the parables, and the 2 Commandments, 
are not my gateposts, not the ground on which I meditate and live 
and speak the wisdom of the ancients to those who may hear; 
rather, the theme-tune of another’s song within the greater Music 
that encircles and embraces us all. 

Wade Miller-Knight 

Vietnam and Cambodia 

 

A personal perspective 

 

Of our many journeys made in our life so far, this last holiday in 
Vietnam and Cambodia was a real culture and history shock, 
shaking us out of our cosy island complacency and the feeling of 
safety secured by my generation's period of peace. In the 60s 
while I was a student I was vaguely aware of the American war in 
Vietnam, but I didn't feel it concerned me as I was enjoying 
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university life to the full and working hard for finals. And later in the 
70s I remember the name Pol Pot, but was busy with my career 
and marriage. 
 

Before beginning our trip, I read 'Survival in the Killing Fields' by 
Haing Ngor, which is a brutally honest memoir of life under the 
communist Khmer Rouge regime; of lives as slaves in the paddy 
fields, of split families and cruel executions. The cliché 'man's 
inhumanity to man' doesn't begin to encompass the atrocities 
committed in Cambodia under the Pol Pot regime, nor those 
committed by the Americans in Vietnam. All of it beyond horror. 
The tragedy is of course that it has ever been thus, and is still the 
case the world over. 
 

We were brought face to face with these histories in war museums, 
ruins of temples bombed by the Americans, and, in Cambodia, of 
the Killing Fields, where even now it is sobering to see parts of 
human bones and remaining rags of clothes exposed in the soil. 
We walked in silence round a vertical glass tower, filled with at 
least a thousand skulls of executed children through to old men 
and women, who had been buried in mass graves. 
 

Our guide in Phnom Penh was a 46-year-old woman who as a 
5year old was turned out of her home in Phnom Penh, along with 
her family, by the Pol Pot soldiers. They were split up, and she was 
sent to a labour camp where she had to work alongside other 
children carrying stones and soil for the making of irrigation 
channels. All intellectuals, including those merely wearing glasses, 
were executed. She tried to escape to find her mother, but was 
brutally punished by her over-seer who dragged the serrated edge 
of a palm leaf back and forwards across her head. The scars are 
still there on her scalp, and the nightmares also remain with her. At 
the end of the war, 1979 (so very recent), her family miraculously 
found each other, but our guide's mother did not recognise her 
daughter until she spoke. One sister had died of starvation, and 
they didn't know what happened to a baby. 
 

However, both countries are building themselves back up, although 
Cambodia is still very poor. Tourism is an increasingly important 
factor in this renaissance and we were met with great friendliness 
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and a willingness to please. The general atmosphere everywhere 
was of busy bustling streets and pavement vendors; of colourful 
clothes, street decorations and noise; and of awful chaotic traffic 
with cars, tuk-tuks, bicycles and motor bikes vying for space, 
ignoring pedestrian crossings, traffic lights and road rules of right 
and left. We took our lives in our hands to cross a street, but 
fortunately the traffic was slow, and the vehicles just weaved 
around us. The food was excellent – witnessed by our expanding 
waist lines – with plenty of exotic fresh fruit and vegetables. Also, 
there was plenty of ice cold beer to alleviate the high temperatures, 
sometimes exceeding 100F. 
 

The political history is very complicated but suffice it to say that the 
power games that powerful nations play using small countries to 
fight out their differences left stark reminders in Vietnam and 
Cambodia. 
 

All of these experiences and impressions unfolded through our 
excellent guides, and through visits to monuments, museums, 
temples, pagodas, vibrant markets, French colonial buildings mixed 
with the architecture of the past (Hindu, Buddhist, Chinese and 
Japanese), and the present (houses on stilts, floating villages and 
markets on the Mekong). Not all market scenes were jolly. We had 
to observe fish kept barely alive in shallow trays of water because 
they brought more money than dead ones, and, sorry if you're 
eating breakfast at the moment, frogs were skinned alive because 
house wives didn't like to skin them and again, the fresher the 
better. 
 

The weirdest experience for me was Ho Chi Minh's Mausoleum. 
The mausoleum itself is a huge, grey, bleak edifice (resonant of the 
Russian influence), protected by soldiers. Ho Chi Minh himself is a 
white spectre of a man lying in spooky silence. 
 

So – a holiday not to be forgotten in a hurry, but one that 
heightened my awareness of the privileges of home, especially of a 
proper cup of good old brick layer's tea! 
 

Pat Caddick 
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Living with Difference –  The Media  
 

This is the third article arising from the Woolf Institute’s report on 
the role of religion in public life. The rapid expansion of the internet 
has had a significant effect upon the profile of religion in the media. 
The NUF has a central role in developing the online presence of 
the denomination; the Unitarian Internet Forum was one of the 
earliest internet ‘meeting places’ and the subsequent development 
of the Unitarian online TV channel was an outgrowth from this 
beginning. In proportion to its size it is a great achievement for a 
wholly voluntary led organisation and the quality of their 
productions has improved rapidly. The NUF website- newly 
revamped - brings a steady trickle of enquirers to make contact. 
  
There have been other online developments – the London Internet 
Church and St. Pixels ( the latter sponsored by the Methodist 
Church ) are well established. Many parish churches now have 
well designed attractive websites and Facebook pages; some are 
beginning to develop beyond the ‘electronic notice board.’ 
 

One cannot but be aware that many of the reports of ‘Islamic 
radicalisation’ show that this is taking place through the medium of 
the internet rather than the local mosque; this makes it difficult not 
only for Muslim leaders to monitor what is reaching their younger 
co-religionists but poses a wider problem in a free society of  
inflammatory material spreading unchallenged. 
 

The position of religion in the mass media of TV and radio has 
changed over time; in 2014 over 7000 hours of religious 
broadcasting was transmitted across all platforms. This included 
not only mainstream Christian services and programmes but 
attention was given to other religions especially at the time of their 
distinctive festivals. 
 

It is in the area of the print media that religion jostles for attention. 
As the Living with Difference report observes ‘ good religious 
people going peacefully about their daily lives’ is not news! With 
the retirement of Ruth Gledhill from The Times, there is no national 
newspaper now with a dedicated religious affairs correspondent; 
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however the BBC still has Caroline Wyatt. Some religions in the UK 
feel particularly hard done by in the mass media; Hindus feel that 
their doctrines are often misunderstood as in coverage of footballer 
Glenn Hoddle’s remarks about karma which led to his departure as 
England manager. Muslims take mention of ‘moderate Muslims’ to 
imply that their religion is generally characterised by extremism-

would a newspaper refer to the Archbishop of Canterbury as a 
‘moderate Christian’ and would Justin Welby be pleased to be so 
described? 

 

The report proposes that there should be greater use of specialist 
journalists in reporting matters of religion and that the Independent 
Press Standards Organisation should have a panel of qualified 
advisers to monitor press stories where religion is an important 
element. One would expect the City pages to be edited by a 
financially knowledgeable person so why should the same not 
apply to stories in which religious beliefs are central? 

 

I referred at the start of my first article to the controversy that arose 
when Unitarian minister Andy Pakula was rejected as a speaker on 
Radio 4’s Thought for the Day because he was an acknowledged 
atheist. One should note that Buddhist speakers have contributed 
their reflections to this ‘slot’ without difficulty. The report calls upon 
the BBC to extend the opportunity to non-religious speakers.  
  
Good religious broadcasting requires excellent communicators; the 
late Gerald Priestland’s series ‘Priestland’s Progress’ in 1981 was 
enormously popular, Rev. Colin Morris and Rabbis Lionel Blue and 
Jonathan Sacks have always commanded my attention on Thought 
for the Day; others whom I will not mention have had me reaching 
for the ‘off switch’;  in the words of Emerson, “speak to the soul and 
you will always have listeners”. 
 

    Ken Smith 
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Minister's Page 

 

 

     I was asked recently to conduct a non-religious funeral and I am 
never quite sure what this means until I meet the family. Usually it 
means they don't want the page turning experience of the Book of 
Common Prayer. In this case the family were angry. 'Don't come 
talking to us about God' they said, “After the anguish we've been 
through watching the suffering of a loved one!” 
 

     Therein lies the problem of God. Maybe it is what some of us 
were taught at home and Sunday School. 'If you don't eat your 
cabbage God will send you to hell'. The idea that God has a string 
connected to every single one of us and through it sends us 
misfortune or happiness depending on what we do and what we 
think, and often it doesn't make sense because the good seem to 
suffer more than the wicked. It is not a new conundrum. The Book 
of Job in the Hebrew Bible goes through all the possible arguments 
to justify God's treatment of Job and you can't really vote for any of 
them. 
 

      My solution was to cut all the strings. We have to make our own 
way in the world and it is a chaotic, hostile and unpredictable place 
most of the time. We have to learn to survive in it and somehow 
also be at one with it. And God is within it as a force of love and 
goodness. We match up with this because we too have a spiritual 
force within us. This internal spiritual force sometimes needs to be 
switched on, either through our own reasoning or through some 
personal experience. Then it is a higher self-feeling connected to 
what we feel the force of God to be.   
 

     Then we have the spiritual strength to cope with misfortune and 
change and we are above purely emotional responses to life's 
surprises. And there is more... And that I suppose adds to the 
mystery of understanding faith and why some things happen the 
way they do. 
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Worship Page 

 

     I walk by the river and pause under the trees. If I am still and do 
absolutely nothing, the sounds of what is around me come filtering 
in pushing aside the thoughts I continually walk with. In the newly 
green leaves there is an energy. The rippling water echoes it and 
the shadows dance in response to the drifting clouds and the sun 
that wanders through them. Living things all. The fly and the vole 
have parts in this symphony and so does the magpie changing 
from one perch to another for no good reason at all. Paused like 
this, what do we feel? 

 

    This is worship. To pause in life for a few moments and let the 
deeper sounds come in over those everyday walking thoughts. You 
can pause anywhere, at the sink or in the church. It is simply a way 
of connecting with what is so easily passed by without noticing. 
 

 

Prayer 
 

   Let us pray for our families, name them, one by one and share a 
blessing with them. Name our friends one by one, share a blessing 

with them. Name the people who need a blessing and share one 
with them. 

 

Tony McNeile 
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